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About This Game

Operation Flashpoint: Dragon Rising is a game about a fictitious conflict on one of the Sakhalin islands, a conflict that is in
danger of erupting onto a global scale. The player takes the role of a US soldier, part of the allied force fighting against

outnumbering Chinese forces vying for control of the island.
The game centers on a campaign narrative that gives the player a variety of roles in the allied forces ranging from a Marine
Infantry, tank commander, Special Forces and helicopter captain. The game has an incredible realistic depiction of war with

careful attention to the detail of the weapons, equipment and tactics of the armed forces. The action is varied from intense fire
fights through to slower pace tactical decision making on how to best tackle the mission objectives.

Most accessible, engaging and visceral sandbox shooter - Includes over 100 authentically modeled vehicles and
weapons and players will be able to control multi-component vehicles including tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, APCs,
attack and utility helicopters

Freedom of Play - Players will need to balance brute force with intelligent use of tactics with unscripted missions
containing real objectives such as covering a friendly unit's retreat or conducting short-range recon patrols
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It is a nice game with some fun aspects to it, however I don't like the such short duration for each level, you can't properly set
yourself up, or have the most fun with finding ways to 'KILL THE BAD GUY' but its good as a time waster game 6\/10.
Unfortunately the game only looks good if you happen to have stamp sized screen (800x600 looks ok).
Tried running it 1920x1080, and results were horrible.

Menu desing was horrible, you could atleast give player a brief of what theyre doing there and some settings could be set up at
fly (mouse speed)

Idea great, pricepoint should be twice lower if this is really going to be playable.

At the moment, it aint a full game.  It still has potential.

. More than i expected. "OMG MY PHONE CAN MAXED OUT THIS TEST!!!". If you like the color RED this this
game is for you!. Levels and achievements broken. Do not buy this.. Flash game ported on Steam. Very poor graphics
and wonky controls.. Short experience. Took me 17 mins. But there's replayability if you didn't get all the achievements
on first try, I guess.

Pros
- good, touching story
- good music

Cons
- none?

Neutral
- linear exporation
- weird accent on narrator (which I actually found kind of charming). It's like a weird mix of...Polish and Nicaraguan?
- extremely short. But is just $2, so...who cares.

Overall, if you like narrative games, this is worth $2. It's a nice, somewhat eye-opening story.. Great match 3 game with
a very good story.. Fun quick game where you perform operations on people with some funny instruments. Worth it
not just for achievement hunting alone. They are easy to complete.
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It is a nice puzzle game with little bit of precision. I found myself stuck a few times because I tried to think too much outside
the box. Can't wait for the multiplayer.. So, you're looking at this game, huh? Guess you're looking for a review, eh?
Look no further!

I won't lie, the game is short. It has multiple endings. I likes it a lot! And I am not usually a fan of short games. Crankage really
outdid themselves with this one. The humor is crude, the landscapes are beautiful and the dialogue is nothing short of fantastic!

(Not spoiling anything here) Finally, do yourself a favor if you pick this game up: Read the tombstones. You won't regret it!.
Didn't sustain my interest unfortunately. Its not that bad.. not worth more than ten dollars,sound FX lame, graphics sucked, and
animation was crap. voice overs where suprisingly good.. how do i get a refund for this game????. Amazing DLC, adds so many
new things to do. The maps look beautiful, as do the new units. You can see so much love and work has been put into it, and it's
fairly cheap too. I say this is one of the DLC's that someone needs to get.
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